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People,
 
science
 interface  at new 
Tech
 
Museum
 
ByjoAnn Peach 
Staff Writer 
The 
museum  that has been 
called the 
"Icon 
of 
Silicon
 Valley"
 will
 finally
 open 
its 
doors
 on Halloween
 to show 
off the 
latest  in 
technology.
 
Museum 
visitors  will be able 
to
 enter 
the Tech Museum of 
Innovation  free of 
charge 
on 
Saturday
 and 
Sunday to 
receive a 
sneak  peek at the inside 
of the 
building. 
However,  visitors will 
not be 
able to use the
 hands-on exhibits
 until 
the official 
opening
 on Nov. 3. 
'This 
will not be a full 
visit  yet," said 
Miguel Salinas,
 the museum's
 public 
and community relations 
manager.  
"This will 
be
 first come, first served. We 
will tour everyone and
 show what 
things  are in store on Nov. 3." 
Salinas also said several events sur-
rounding the opening will happen 
throughout the 
weekend. These include 
exhibits and demonstrations across the 
street at Cesar Chavez Park and with 
several retailers in the  downtown area. 
The Tech's mango 
and purple build-
ing, located on South 
Market  Street, is 
132,000 square feet and will hold more 
than 250 
exhibits.  
The upper and lower levels of the 
museum house four theme 
galleries, 
which include communications, explo-
ration, 
innovation  and life technology 
Visitors enter 
through the ground level, 
which contains the Techstore, a cafe and 
the 
IMAX  dome theater, a hemispheri-
cal screen 
theater.  
"It was really a 
dream come true 
walking 
through
 this building," said 
Mayor Susan Hammer 
during a pre-
view for the media. "It truly reflects
 San 
Jose as the
 capital of Silicon Valley. 
What an 
opportunity  for kids in the 
community to learn about science and 
technology. This will be a facility that 
will serve generations
 to come." 
Exhibits range from hands-off 
demonstrations  of how a digital chip is 
created to dozens of 
hands-on  interac-
tive displays. Each 
demonstration and 
display illustrate the advancement of 
technology and how it affects everyday 
lives. 
"This is a great opportunity for San 
Jose State students
 who are interested 
in technology to learn and gain experi-
ence through volunteer opportunities 
and by getting involved with the Tech's 
events," said 
Hammer. "It is only four 
blocks from campus and there  are great 
volunteer and career opportunities 
here." 
Hammer also added that the Tech 
Charged  up 
(Above) Students
 look over the EV1
 displayed on the 
Seventh Street Plaza
 that was the 
centerpiece 
at the 1998 Alternative
 Transportation 
Fair. The fifth 
annual
 event featured 
two General 
Motors  Saturn EV1s,
 which are fully
-powered  electric 
vehicles.  The fair 
was  
a way
 to encourage 
the  campus 
community  to use 
alternative  forms 
of
 transportation.
 Trip 
planning
 assistance 
and  alternative 
ride
 sharing were 
two of the options
 offered to stu-
dents at the information 
booth.
 
(Left) Administration of justice major
 Omar
 
Rostro  
takes a closer
 look at 
the  energizer 
connection cord which attaches to 
and charges
 the 
battery 
that powers the 
EV1,  an elec-
tric vehicle.
 The 
electric  
automobile  
drew 
in 
crowds  
of 
students
 and faculty
 to look
 over 
the vehicle that will run 50 to 90 miles 
per  
three-hour
 charge,
 depending on 
driving  style, 
terrain and outdoor temperature. 
According
 
to
 the General
 Motors EV1 
brochure,  the 
electric automobile is 
available
 
through
 
a lease
-only  
program, based
 on 
a retail 
price of 
$33,995.
 The
 cost also 
includes  a 220
-volt  
electric
 
recharger.  
Photos 
by 
Rosalinda  
Garza/  
Spartan  
Daily 
"epitomized the resource and opportu-
nity for 
San  Jose State engineering  
graduates."
 
"There are more engineering gradu-
ates from San Jose State who work in 
Silicon Valley than any other universi-
ty," Hammer said. "This is truly a won-
derful opportunity."
 
In the innovation gallery, a partial 
track of a roller coaster and more than 
a dozen bikes hang from the building's 
ceiling. Here, visitors
 can use 3-D 
graphics to design a roller coaster called 
the "Tech Cyclone." This area also 
includes a particle count room, where 
See Tech Museum, page 6 
Fraternities'
 thirst 
for alcohol
 prompts 
no
-drinking 
houses
 
By Laurie Phillips 
Staff Writer 
Say so long to the "Animal 
House" word association with 
fraternity living
  many chap-
ters are choosing
 to adopt alco-
hol -free living policies. 
San Jose State University has 
12 national fraternity chapters 
which 
are governed by the 
I nterfratern
 ity Council.
 
According to the coordinator of 
Greek Life, Ande McDonald, four 
are or 
plan 
to be 
alcohol
-free in 
coming years: Delta Upsilon, Phi 
Delta Theta, Sigma Nu and 
Theta Chi. 
Phi Delta Theta and Sigma 
Nu adopted alcohol -free bylaws 
at their national conventions in 
March 1997. At its national con-
vention this past 
July,  Theta Chi 
voted to do the same. 
A Harvard School
 of Public 
Health  Alcohol 
Study,
 released 
this month, said "fraternities ... 
continue
 to be at the center of the 
campus 
alcohol culture." Of the 
students
 surveyed, 80 percent of 
fraternity members living in 
chapter housing tended to be 
binge drinkers, with half of them 
being frequent bingers. The 
study defined binge drinking for 
men as five drinks in a row at 
one time. 
According to an Associated 
Press report, a Theta Chi brother 
at 
Rutgers Univ( (sky died Oct. 
12 after 
drinking  and falling 
down a flight of stairs
 in the 
chapter's house. 
Theta Chi Executive Director 
Dave  Westol said the incident did 
not prompt the organization's 
decision to adopt alcohol -free 
policies. He explained that the 
student had 
attended a social 
event off chapter property and 
returned.  
"We want to do everything we 
can do to prevent a situation like 
that one from occurring in the 
future," Westol said. 
An Oct. 19 
Business Wire 
report said about 
1,000 fraterni-
ty chapters in the United States 
and Canada have 
adopted
 alco-
hol -free policies thus far. 
Westol said he thinks alcohol -
free fraternity living is coming. 
"We think it's the way to go," 
he said from the organization's 
headquarters in Indianapolis.
 
"We'd rather be on  the front end 
than on the back end (of this 
issue)."
 
Westol said five of Theta Chi's 
143 chapters have implemented 
the
 bylaw since July. Theta Chi's 
initiation rate has risen 80 per-
cent during that time. 
Based on the decision made at 
the 
national  convention, individ-
ual Theta Chi chapters have 
until July of 2003 to implement 
the policies. They could still 
decide at that time to rescind the 
vote. 
"We
 voted for it," said Chris 
Dunlap, executive council and 
risk management
 adviser for the 
San Jose State University chap-
ter. 
He said enthusiasm for the 
bylaw varies from group to 
group. 
"Every chapter has the same 
(national) 
rules,  but a lot of peo-
ple 
still go for the 'old school' fra-
ternity image," Dunlap said. He 
mentioned the image of fraterni-
ty members often includes 
drunkenness, a lack of intelli-
gence and womanizing. 
The 
bylaw will be reviewed 
again at Theta Chi's national 
convention  in 2001, when mem-
bers will look at progress made 
toward implementing the poli-
cies. At that point, a three -
fourths 
vote by members in 
attendance will be necessary to 
go ahead. 
Dunlap said alcohol -free poli-
cies should not be confused with 
chapters "going dry." 
Under  the 
policies, he said, alcohol con-
sumption is 
not  allowed in chap-
ter houses or on chapter proper-
ty, but is acceptable  at 
events
 
held elsewhere. Dry, on the other 
hand, means 
alcohol
 may not be 
consumed at all. 
"You can't even sit around and 
watch a football
 game and drink 
a beer  it's that strict," Dunlap 
said, referring to dry guidelines. 
Serious
 
health
 
problems force 
Russian
 
President  
Yeltsin  into rest home to 
recover
 
MOSCOW
 (AP)
  An 
infirm  
less
 than two
 months.
 
pictures of 
Yeltsin 
sitting
 in a to 
come over," DeBakey said. "I Department spokesman James
 restoration treatment," the 
Russian
 President
 Boris 
Yeltsin 
'Ever
 since
 he was 
appointed,  chair behind 
a small
 table 
and assume that is 
because 
the prob- P. Rubin
 said Tuesday that Interfax
 news agency reported. 
sought sanctuary 
Tuesday
 at a 
Primakov
 
has  been acting more 
talking 
to 
Primakov.  
Yeltsin,
 lem 
is not cardiological." Yeltsin's illness should not ham- The length of his stay depends 
rest home 
outside
 
Moscow,
 as a 
president
 than 
as a 
chair-
 wearing a 
blue 
sweater,
 
was  not 
The president and his doctors per decisions on economic policy on the 
treatment  scheduled, he 
retreating 
further
 from 
the 
polit- 
man  of 
the  government," said 
visibly  ill. 
He
 nodded
 in 
response  
say Yeltsin 
has  no crippling ill- because Primakov has a 
man-  said,
 without elaborating. 
ical 
spotlight  
and  
leaving
 the Nikolai 
Petrov,
 a political ana- to Primakov's 
comments,
 but 
nese
 and will 
serve out his term, 
date to move ahead on that Yeltsin's office
 said Monday 
country 
guessing  about the 
exact  
lyst 
with 
the Carnegie
 their words were
 not 
broadcast.
 
which lasts until
 mid -2000. 
issue. He 
added the United the Russian leader was suffering 
nature of his illness.
 
Endowment  for 
International 
Dr. 
Michael 
DeBakey,
 the 
Still,  few people in Russia States will continue to work with from an "asthenic condition." 
The 
Russian
 
leader,
 who
 has 
Peace in 
Moscow.
 
American 
cardiologist
 
who con- 
believe that Yeltsin, 67, will ever 
Yeltsin, 
as he 
remains  Russia's Asthenia refers to a lack of phys-
been  an 
infrequent
 visitor to 
the  
Primakov
 
traveled
 to Vienna,
 stilted with 
Yeltsin's  
doctors 
again be 
the  robust, reform- popularly elected president. ical strength. 
Kremlin in recent 
months,
 
Austria,  
on Tuesday to 
fill in for before and after 
his  1996 
heart 
minded leader that he was dur- 
Yeltsin has rarely put in full The Kremlin has often provid-
checked
 
into
 the
 Barvikha 
sani-
 
Yeltsin
 
at
 a 
summit  
between 
bypass
 
surgery, 
predicted
 ing his early years 
in power. days at the Kremlin since the ed only partial information 
tarium for 
an open-ended 
stay
 to 
Russia
 and the
 European Union. Tuesday it would 
take  
Yeltsin  
Communist leader Gennady spring, spending 
most of his time about Yeltsin's ailments in the 
recover from what's 
been  
Yeltsin  
called
 off the trip more than 
a week 
to
 bounce
 
Zyuganov
 
said 
Tuesday  that at country residences
 west of the past, 
contributing to 
a general 
described  as 
high blood 
pressure 
Monday 
due to 
his  illness, 
the back.
 
Yeltsin's aides 
were
 "mocking" city. mood of skepticism 
and specula -
and exhaustion. 
latest
 in a 
string  of 
maladies "He'll 
recover
 from all 
this Russians 
by insisting the 
presi- 
The Barvikha sanitarium, tion that 
his
 condition is worse 
Yeltsin 
has  played only a mar- 
that
 
have  dogged 
him 
for years. and he'll be 
back 
at
 work," dent had 
no serious health prob- where
 
Yeltsin recuperated from than announced. 
ginal  role in 
dealing 
with  the 
Primakov  and 
Yeltsin met 
DeBakey  told 
The  Associated 
lems. the bypass surgery, has 
exten-
 If 
Yeltsin
 were 
to
 resign, 
country's  
painful
 economic 
crisis,
 early 
Tuesday  at the 
president's 
Press  from his 
Houston office.
 "Mr. Yeltsin's inability to 
work sive
 medical
 facilities,
 
but  is not
 Primakov
 would 
succeed
 
him  on 
and 
some 
analysts
 say the
 coun- 
country  
residence 
outside 
He said he has 
not been has been obvious
 to us for quite considered 
a hospital. 
an interim basis, 
and  
new 
elec-
try is being guided
 mostly by 
Moscow,
 before 
Yeltsin
 
moved  to 
approached
 about 
Yeltsin's  
latest a 
long time," Zyuganov told a Presidential spokesman tions would
 be 
called
 
within
 
Prime
 Minister
 
Yevgeny
 the 
sanitarium.  
illness. "I 
have  not had any 
news conference. Dmitry Yakushkin said
 Yeltsin
 three
 months. 
See 
Yeltain,
 page
 6 
Primakov,  
who
 has been
 in office 
Russian 
television 
broadcast  
requests
 from his 
medical
 team In Washington, State would
 undergo "a course of 
it 
Voters
 should 
cast
 ballots 
for 
understandable
 issues 
and 
competent
 politicians
 
 
 
Julia 
H. V4'right 
Once
 again the 
time
 has come 
to 
agonize over making 
sense of 
the initiatives and
 
measures
 on the 
November
 ballot. 
Just  when you 
think voting 
"yes" for 
one of the 
propositions  is 
the right 
thing to do, you
 read the 
argument
 against the 
proposition. 
Now  it's really 
confusing.  
If a 
ballot initiative 
is written in 
legislative jargon 
that's too hard to 
understand,
 skip it over
 and don't 
vote on it. People 
don't have to vote 
on every initiative or 
every politi-
cal office. If 
you don't think any
 of the candidates 
run-
ning for San Jose 
mayor can do the job 
adequately,  then 
don't vote for that 
office.
 Stop raising the level
 of support 
for 
incompetent  politicians and 
authors  of confusing and 
sometimes
 deceitful propositions.
 
I'm not 
perpetuating  voter apathy, 
but
 voting for the 
lesser of two 
evils is not an intelligent 
voting decision. 
According to the 
1997  U.S. Statistical 
Abstract,  190.7 
million people 
in the United States were
 eligible to vote 
in the last congressional
 election of 1994. 
Only
 35 mil-
lion people over 
the  age of 18 with the 
equivalent of a 
high school diploma
 or less voted. 
According
 to Terry 
Christensen, 
San  Jose State 
University's
 political sci-
ence department
 chair, citizens with 
less education are 
less likely to 
vote. However, I've 
completed five years 
of 
college, and I'm 
still  perplexed by 
the
 ballot proposi-
tions. People 
like  me, who are 
frustrated  and confused 
by 
the  initiatives, are 
weeded out of the 
system by com-
plicated propositions.
 
Perhaps
 if initiatives 
were  written with 
less
 legal jar-
gon,
 more citizens would 
readily participate in 
the vot-
ing process.
 The authors 
of
 each proposition 
on the 
November ballot 
sometimes  spends years 
researching, 
writing and gathering
 support for an 
initiative.  
According to Aaron
 Medlock, campaign 
manager for 
Prop. 4 aimed
 at banning the use
 of specific fur traps 
and animal 
poisons   it took 
almost
 two years to 
write  
the ballot initiative
 and get the minimum 
requirement 
of 433,000 petition 
signatures to put the 
law on the bal-
lot. 
"When you don't 
vote,  others decide for 
you,"  Medlock 
said. Great 
point! But would 
Medlock  rather throw 
away almost
 two years of 
hard
 work because 
people  
were confused
 about the issue and 
voted against his 
proposition,
 canceling out the educated "yes"
 votes. 
"I never really 
thought
 of it that way before,"
 Medlock  
said. 
Look at the 
organizations
 and people who 
support or 
are against 
an initiative. If you find 
people  or groups on 
one side or the 
other whose ideologies you
 respect, vote 
for that side. 
Focus only on the issues you
 understand and care 
about,  and leave the others alone. 
Registered 
voters have one day in 
November  to exer-
cise their 
constitutional  right to an 
opinion
 about the 
laws  that govern 
their
 lives everyday. 
Registered voters 
have  one day in November to 
make
 
a difference 
and create change for 
the better. 
Don't  vote against a proposition 
without understand-
ing both
 sides of the arguments.
 Don't vote against a 
proposition
 without knowing 
what
 a "no" or "yes" vote 
really 
means.  
A "no" 
vote  doesn't always 
mean
 a good vote. 
Julia B. Wright 
is a Spartan Daily 
staff writer 
With 
elections
 
approaching
 
Nov.  
3, 
many citizens 
may
 
be
 
uninformed
 
about the issues and
 
candidates.
 
Should
 they vote on 
all
 
issues
 
or 
just 
the ones 
they
 
understand?
 
Confusion
 
over
 measures 
no excuse
 
for  
voter  apathy; 
citizens
 
should
 participate
 
Talking
 Heads 
"Everyone  should vote. You
 
need
 to put effort into it and 
not try to avoid it." 
"You should 
read
 all the 
stuff you 
can get.  
I don't 
think  
there
 is a 
perfect
 person.You
 
should 
choose
 the lesser
 of 
two evils." 
Illustration by Lian Leong 
Voting
 for 
our 
representa-
tives 
and the 
laws
 that 
will  
govern
 us is 
more  than a 
right.  It's a 
responsibility.  
If a 
voter  doesn't 
like  any of 
the
 
candidates  
running  for a 
seat
 or is 
confused  about a 
specific ballot 
measure, to 
just
 skip it would 
be a 
disgrace  to 
democracy.
 Ignorance 
is not an 
excuse  to shun
 a civic 
responsibility. 
In a 
report by Anneliese 
May  
on a national conference
 of state 
legislators, it was 
determined  
that voter turnout
 has been on a steady decline.
 This 
comes as no surprise to 
those of us who find our voting 
stations desolate on election day. 
According to the conference 
report,
 63 percent of eligi-
ble American voters voted in 1960. 
Twenty-eight
 years 
later, when Americans should have been better educated, 
only 50 percent of voters turned out on election
 day. 
It wasn't a matter of not liking the candidates or being 
confused about the measures that made registered vot-
ers decide to shirk their responsibility. Voting just didn't 
fit into the 1988 lifestyle, or today's for that
 matter, judg 
ing by voter apathy at recent elections. Simply, voting is 
an inconvenience. To blame neglecting to vote at all or 
skipping certain measures on ignorance or confusion , 
although it seems to be the American way, is ridiculous. 1 
The people who don't vote just personify the stereo. 
type
 that Americans are lazy. We are either too lazy to 
take 10 minutes out of our day to go to the polls, or we 
are too lazy to learn about the measures that confuse us 
Many Americans are taking democracy for 
granted 
and allowing a few of us to make 
decisions  for all of us in 
the process. According to a Field Institute report, cited in I 
a Sacramento Bee article, 76 percent 
of voters in the 
1996 presidential election were
 white, even though they ; 
make up only 66 percent
 of eligible voters. 
"Look at the 'IT pictures of eager 
voters, patiently 
waiting in line after walking six miles 
in the rain to the 
polling 
place.  One thing you can be sure of: 
They're not in , 
the United States. If there's any 
inconvenience at all. ! 
many Americans 
just
 don't vote," May wrote. 
, 
If a voter really doesn't like any of 
the candidates, not I 
voting for anybody will 
demean
 a well-informed vote. Not I 
everybody  likes the candidate
 they vote for, but they 
manage to find a 
candidate that shares some
 of their 1 
views. It's more than 
choosing  the lesser of two
 evils. 
In the 
upcoming  elections, Californians
 must decide 
between  Democrat 
Gray Davis and 
Republican  Dan 
Lungren
 for governor. If, for 
example, you don't like
 
Davis because 
of some of his views,
 but Lungren goes 
against absolutely 
everything  you believe in, 
you  should 
vote for Davis just 
to help ensure 
Lungren
 doesn't win. 
At the very 
least, a confused
 voter can enlist 
the help 
of 
someone's
 opinion 
they
 trust or 
vote
 with their 
party.  
There are 
may  resources that
 serve to eliminate
 confu-
sion. If actually 
reading  a 
measure  
is too 
difficult,
 
there  
are 
many
 
non-partisan
 
organizations  
that can 
explain
 
them. 
The 
California  
Voter  
Foundation  
is
 a non-profit,
 
non-
partisan 
organization
 
that 
offers 
helpful 
information
 
on 
candidates
 and 
measures.
 
It is 
necessary
 for 
California
 
voters
 to 
start  
caring  
about 
who  represents
 us 
and  
what  
laws 
govern
 
us 
before  
those few
 who do 
vote  make
 the 
wrong
 
decisions
 
for 
us 
all. 
Margaret
 Bethel 
is a 
Spartan  
Daily
 senior 
staff 
writer
 
If you don't
 support
 candidates or 
propositions,
 
should 
you  
still  
vote
 
on them?
 
"I'd vote if I didn't under-
stand.
 I'd pick a candidate and 
I'd definitely vote." 
if I didn't understand the 
issues, I wouldn't vote. It's bet-
ter not 
to vote if you don't 
like any of the candidates. It 
would be wrong to vote arbi-
trarily.'
 
"I 
wouldn't
 
vote. What's
 the 
use 
of
 voting if you
 don't 
know what
 you're 
voting
 for?" 
"I 
would
 
not  vote
 if 
I 
didn't
 
understand
 it. I 
would  
still  
pick a 
candidate.  It's
 
impor-
tant
 to 
vote
 tct 
participate
 
in 
democracy."
 
Susan 
Cavalieri
 
Carolyn
 
Dippel
 
Joel Turner 
Jason Van 
Marisela
 Moreno
 
Sergio
 
Lopez
 
graduate student 
junior
 
junior
 
senior
 
sophomore
 
sophomore
 
environmental
 studies 
art  history 
liberal studies 
management  information 
systems
 
environmental
 
studies
 
humanities
 
a 
ti 
a 
Compiled by Heidi 
Ortmann and photos by Ryan Olein. 
Forget
 
SJSU 
history;
 let's talk 
about  
sex 
Iam
 
going to 
have 
an open 
forum 
today  at 
the 
Spartan
 
Daily  news
 
room
 to 
discuss
 a 
certain  
proposal  
on 
campus.
 
This
 proposal
 will 
promote
 student
 
unity 
and 
education
 and 
will  create 
a 
bridge  
between
 
administration,  
faculty,  
staff  and 
students.  
It will 
also solve 
the 
seven-year
 
abandonment
 of 
the  Scheller 
House on 
campus. 
The  proposed 
plan is 
simple.
 
Make 
the house 
a brothel. 
Not 
only
 will students 
be able to get 
it on, it will 
also benefit San 
Jose State 
University President
 Robert Caret, but 
more on 
that
 later. The Scheller House 
is the structural 
dump  that is located 
across
 from the University Police Department
 
and next
 to the Fourth Street Parking 
Garage.
 
With decaying wood, peeling 
paint  and a thick 
underbrush  of weeds, the house is as bad
 as the 
lines at the Market Cafe's Sbarro. 
The 94 -year -old house has been threatened 
with demolition, subject to movement and
 is a 
mecca to homeless
 people everywhere. It is filled 
with history and would be a perfect site to show 
the rich past of SJSU. 
Built in 1904 by Theodore 
Lenzen, it was the 
home of Victor Scheller, the first district attorney 
of Santa Clara County. Lenzen was a noted archi-
tect who built the original Victorian -style San 
Jose City Hall and the first San Jose Normal 
School Building, which later became SJSU. 
The house is the only known Lenzen work left 
and was declared as having historical signifi-
cance by Superior Court Judge Jeremy 
Fogel. 
With its historic past, newspaper
 clippings of 
the first 
photographs of the Titanic disaster and 
potential to give SJSU a sense of personality, the 
house should be a publicist's dream instead of an 
administrative nightmare.
 
11
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Last semester, the Spartan 
Daily 
reported on a scheduled summer ren-
ovation of the smelly old 
house, com-
plete with a terrace, gazebo, fountain 
and a backyard orchard. 
It never happened. With a recent 
idea to relocate it to free up parking 
space, it looks
 like it won't happen 
anytime soon.
 
Since
 this small enclave of San 
Jose history is being ignored, it is 
time for yours truly to come 
to
 the res-
cue. 
The open forum will discuss the 
positive effects of having a whore-
house on campus. It would be protect-
ed from the university's non-discrimi-
nation policy  one of the reasons why Carl's  Jr. 
is not on 
campus  since both male and females 
will be able to exhibit their sweat-glistened nake 
... I mean be 
able to work there. 
Employees
 would be able to receive a humani-
ties credit, since 
they  would be expressing emo-
tion 
on the highest human plateau possible. 
Speech
 majors will also benefit by studying pri-
mordial grunts, while psychology majors will get 
a first-hand look at 
primordial  urges. 
My keynote speakers for tomorrow will be a 
real -life prostitute, Bedspring Betty, who will dis-
cuss the human psychological aspect of servicing 
human 
pleasure. 
As for Caret, his benefit is simple. 
If he can hook me up with some 
complimenta-
ry brothel gift certificates, I will promise
 never to 
run a negative story, letter or opinion piece on 
him again. 
Since the Scheller House will never reach its 
potential as a structure that would promote his-
tory and campus pride and make the university 
uniquely rich, it might as well serve as a place 
where people can do the freaky -nasty. 
Jon Perez is the Spartan Daily managing editor 
His column appears every Wednesday. 
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Opinion page policies 
Readers
 are encouraged to express
 themselves on the 
Opinion page 
with a Letter to the Editor 
A Letter to the 
Editor  is a 200 -word response to an issue 
or point of 
view that has appeared 
in the Spartan Daily. 
Submissions become the 
property  of the Spartan Daily 
and may be 
edited  for clarity, 
grammar,  libel and 
length.
 
Submissions 
must  contain the 
author's  name, 
address,
 
phone 
number,
 signature
 and major. 
Submissions may 
be
 put in the 
Letters
 
to the Editor box 
at
 the Spartan Daily
 Office in Dwight 
Bentel Hall Room 
209, 
sent 
by fax to 
(408) 924-3237,
 e-mail at 
SDAILY(Mmc.sjsu.edu  
or mailed to 
the  Spartan 
Daily
 
Opinion
 Editor, 
School  of 
Journalism
 and 
Mass  
Communications,
 San Jose 
State 
University, One 
Washington  
Square,
 San Jose, 
CA
 951A-0149. 
Editorials  are 
written  by, and are 
the consensus 
of,  
the 
Spartan
 Daily 
editors, 
not  the 
staff.
 
Quote 
For The Daily  
"I am not
 the editor of a news-
paper 
and  shall always try to do 
right and 
be good, so that
 God 
will not make me one." 
-mark Twain 
American author 
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Wednesday 
EPISCOPAL 
CANTERBURY  
COMMUNITY
 
Free dinner and discussion from 
5:30 
- 7 p.m. in the Campus 
Ministry Center located at the cor-
ner of 10th and 
San  Carlos streets. 
For more information, call 
Katherine at 276-1346. 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DANCE 
Choreography showcase from 
2:30  3:45 p.m. in SPX Room 219. 
For more information, call Fred 
Mathews at 924-5044. 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND 
DANCE 
Choreography showcase from 
2:30' 3:45 p.m.
 in SPX Room 219. 
For more 
information,
 call Fred 
Mathews 
at 924-5044. 
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN 
Student galleries art exhibits 
from 10 a.m. -4 p.m. in the Art and 
Industrial Studies buildings. For 
more information, call Scott or 
Jenny 
at 92 4-4 330. 
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM 
(REAP) 
Brown bag lunch Halloween 
harvest party from noon - 1:30 p.m 
in the Student Union's Pacheco 
Room. For more information, call 
Jane 
Boyd
 at 924-5950. 
AKBAYAN OF 
SJSU
 
Filipino -American heritage 
month celebration from 
11 a.m. - 2 
p.m.
 in the Student Union's 
Amphitheater. For more informa-
tion, call 
Jocelyn
 de Leon at 918-
9777. 
CHURCH 
OF
 SCIENTOLOGY 
Free lecture: "The Real 
Cause  of 
Depression" at 
7:30
 p.m. at 410 
Cambridge Ave. Suite C in Palo 
Alto. For more information, call Joe 
at (650) 853-0602. 
ASIAN -AMERICAN CHRISTIAN 
FELLOWSHIP 
Speaker: Pastor Peter B. at 
7:30 
p.m. in the Student Union's 
Costanoan 
Room.  For more infor-
mation, call Eli at 
(510) 770-1903. 
STUDENT LIFE CENTER 
Recruitment of orientation lenders. 
Applications are 
available  until No. 
2 in the Student Life Center. For 
I I FTFRS I() 
"UHF 
EDITOR  
more information, call 
Harriet
 Pile 
at 924-6960. 
LIBRARY DONATION/ 
AND SALMI 
UNIT
 
Ongoing book 
sales from 10 a.m. 
- 3 p.m. in Clark Lobby and 
Wahlquist North 
Room  408. For 
more
 information, call 924-2705 
  cercrat
 
Cisco Systems
 Employer 
Presentation from 
noon  2 p.m. in 
the 
Student  Union's 
Almaden
 Room 
and 
resume
 critique from 
12:30  - 2 
p.m. in the 
Costanoan Room. For 
more
 information, 
call 924-6003. 
PI SIGMA ALPHA 
POLITICAL 
S CIENCE
 HONORS 
SOCISTY  
Affirmative 
action
 debate at 
1:45 
p.m. in the Student 
Union'.  
Pacheco 
Room. For more 
informa-
tion, 
call 924-5550. 
CATHOLIC CAMPUS
 MINISTRY 
Daily mass from 
12:10  12:35 
p.m. and the
 new evolution 
debates 
from 5 - 6:30 
p.m.  in the Campus 
Ministry  Center, 
located  at the 
cor-
ner  of 10th and San 
Carlos  streets. 
For more 
information,
 call Father
 
Bob at 938-1610.) 
Sparta Guide 
is provided fire of charge
 to 
studenta 
faculty
 and staff The deadline 
for 
entries is noon,
 three days before 
desired  pub. 
!nation dote 
Enfo,..
 cur available in 
the  
Spartan Daily 
ice. Space restrictions may 
require editing o 
submissions. 
Service contracting 
should be non-political 
The
 issues of 
university  
investment  and service con-
tracting policies are relevant to 
campus climate.
 
The Carl's Jr. decision/discus-
sion should lead us to check 
into all contracts, vendors and 
service 
providers.  We might be 
surprised at what skeletons 
lurk within the closets of San 
Jose 
State University. Such an 
inquiry would go a long way in 
telling us how tolerant 
and  non-
discriminatory  the contracting 
policies of SJSU 
are. 
For example, where do we 
purchase grapes? 
In 1987, the United 
Farm 
Workers organized a boycott 
against table grapes sprayed 
with hazardous pesticides. 
Spartan Shops continues to 
purchase non-union grapes. Do 
we tolerate the poisoning of 
300,000 farm 
workers per year? 
The table grape boycott contin-
ues. 
What about the prison -issued 
furniture beautifying this entire 
campus? Contracting with this 
vendor is offensive and objec-
tionable to many. The prison 
industrial complex, a.k.a.
 objec-
tive slavery, forces prisoners to 
work for an 
average  of 22 cents 
per hour. Should we tolerate 
21st -century slave labor, even of 
prisoners?  
Our inquiry might also ask, 
"Are there foundations and pri-
vate donors 
that have previous-
ly financed discriminatory and 
non -progressive campaign 
issues
 
that
 
contribute
 to 
SJSU?" We may flpd too 
many  
connections with "offensive" 
cor-
porations and franchises to 
fight. Ultimately, we may create 
an "anti -every -type -of -corpora-
tion" campaign. Maybe we 
should instead support the 
small family -run vendors sell-
ing hot dogs 
around  campus. 
However,  a more curious 
question of this inquiry 
might 
be, 
"How
 appropriate is it for 
administrators to 
do public poli-
cy lobbying?" Isn't this a conflict 
with their contract
 as represen-
tatives of this university? 
There are numerous univer-
sity policies  that 
affect  campus 
climate. Shouldn't
 administra-
tors
 remain objective and non-
political 
concerning
 university 
policy'? 
Otherwise,
 they should not 
selectively decide which issues
 
they 
choose  to fight
 for or 
against. 
Nehanda 
Imara 
Student  Development 
Services 
Foreign 
students unjustly
 questioned, 
treated 
It
 is disheartening to note 
that Cecilia Afzelius-Alm, in 
her column "U.S. Immigration 
service puts out the unwelcome 
mat" (Oct. 22), has had a simi-
lar horrendous 
experience  as 
most of the foreign students 
have in the United States. 
In its zeal to nab illegal 
immigrants, the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service has 
trampled basic human rights 
through verbal and psychologi-
cal abuse and reliance on skin 
color and apparent ethnicity. 
Thousands of foreign stu-
dents enter the United 
States 
every year. Most of them come 
here
 to be good students, enroll 
in school and get 
degrees.  
Foreign students
 are known for 
their work 
ethic  and abilities. 
It is said some people on 
a stu-
dent visa never see a campus. 
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They engage in espionage and 
terrorist 
activities.  This gives 
us a bad 
reputation.
 We all 
have to pay for it. So goes the 
argument. My question is, why 
should students who have all 
their papers in order still suffer 
the insults at the INS? Be 
strict, take control by 
all 
means, but does that not mean 
all foreign students can be han-
dled the same way? 
My personal experience with 
the INS has been traumatic, to 
say the least. Apart from the 
long queues at the INS and the 
various answers to an inquiry, 
what is 
most  overwhelming is 
the intense
 cross-questioning 
(if, God forbid, you 
decide  to 
transfer your 
school).
 All this 
is 
mentally  
excruciating
 to a for-
eign student who 
is still reeling 
from 
culture shock and has 
otir=tion
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other crucial things
 to take 
care of than the disdainful atti-
tude of the 
INS.
 But the cross-
questioning
 beats it 
all. After 
an 
appointment
 at the INS, 
where you are 
fbrced  to reveal 
your
 entire 
personal
 saga to 
the overbearing
 and inquisitive 
officer, where you 
try to shield 
yourself  from the 
uncomfort-
able scrutiny and attempt to 
answer
 the rapid volley of 
questions, you 
still  come out 
P.Pling like a 
criminal.
 
We are students in a foreign 
land, who have dared 
to leave 
our 
homes  and our 
family  in 
pursuit of 
higher
 studies. 
Yes, Cecilia, 
I agree with you
 
-- is that so bad? 
Barkha
 Karanwal 
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SPORTS 
Going,
 going, pong
 
Computer science major 
Thai Nguyen returns the ball to 
his 
opponent during 
a table tennis match Tuesday afternoon.
 Nguyen 
practices  with friends a couple times a week at 
the  Student Union 
Kathy De La Torre/ Spartan Daily 
Bowling Center, which, in addition to table tennis, offers bowling, bil-
liards,
 air hockey and an arcade. 
Hall of Famer 
among  investors in A's 
bid 
OAKLAND, 
Calif.  (AP)  A 
group of investors, including 
Hall of Fame second baseman 
Joe
 
Morgan, 
is
 one of several 
considering a bid to purchase the 
Oakland
 Athletics, who went on 
sale
 
last week. 
Morgans
 group also includes 
George Zimmer, founder 
of the 
Men's Wearhouse
 clothing chain, 
and former A's 
vice president 
Andy Dolich. 
Also in that group is 
Advantix. the 
parent  company of 
BASS
 tickets. 
Wick executive vice presi-
dent of sports marketing for 
Advantix, said 
Tuesday  he has 
had 
discussions with city offi-
cials including Oakland Mayor -
elect Jerry Brown and with 
Game Plan 1.1.C.
 a 
Boston  
com-
pany seeking 
potential 
buyers  
for the A*s. 
The' investor interest  
comes
 
as A's 
owners and public officials 
dispute the value of the club. A's 
owners  
Steve 
Schott
 
and  Ken 
Taylor 
returns to 
NEW
 YORK 
cAPe
  
Lawrence Taylor is back in drug 
rehabilitation. hoping to avoid 
prison and protect his standing 
for 
the  Pro Fixitball Hall of Fame 
after another arrest on cocaine 
charge's. 
Taylor, a star linebacker with 
the New York Giants from 1981-
93, returned to a rehab center in 
the New York area on Monday 
and is expected to be there for :30 
to 60 days 
That would 
bring  him close to 
the deadline for 
nominations
 for 
this year's Hall of 
Fame class. 
Taylor
 
becomes
 
eligible in 1999. 
"The  fact he's going 
into rehab 
shows he is 
trying  to do some-
thing
 beneficial
 for
 himself,"
 said 
his lawyer, 
Thomas  Melani.
 "It's 
a 
two -pronged 
effort, the
 main 
thrust being
 with all the
 public-
ity and stress 
he
 can get some 
reinforcement. 
"He's 
for the' Hall of 
Fame, which is the 
next big step 
for 
him, and he 
is
 trying 
to get 
over
 this latest 
hurdle and to 
make sure it 
does not affect
 his 
eligibility."  
The  39 -year -old 
retired  line-
backer was arrested 
last  week in 
Florida 
on crack -cocaine charges 
for the 
second  time in three 
years.  He contends he was
 set up 
by
 police in this latest
 case, and 
Melani  said Taylor passed a 
polygraph test
 on Saturday.
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Hofmann have valued the team
 Schott has said the A's need a 
at about $150 
million.  Public baseball
-only
 stadium. The A's 
officials claim that's too
 high. and the NFL's 
Oakland  Raiders 
Game Plan LLC has been 
in share the Coliseum, which 
contact with several groups
 that underwent a major renovation in 
have expressed interest in the 
1995-96
 to lure the Raiders back 
A's.
 from Los 
Angeles.  
The firm's chairman, Bob 
Dolich disagreed. 
Caporale, said Tuesday 
that one "The A's can survive in a dual -
of those groups includes an 
use stadium," he said. "The focus 
investor with a financial 
interest of our group would be to take 
in another pro sports team, 
advantage of those improve-
Dolich, who 
.has 
met with 
ments.' 
Game Plan LLC 
officials
 in Dolich said $150 million is 
Oakland ' and Boston, was an above markk 'OM& f61- the A's 
executive for the A's for 14 sea-
 and that his group will wait to 
sons, see if an arbitrator reduces that 
With a bigger player payroll, amount. 
he said, the A's could regain their Schott and Hofmann set that 
former glory at the Oakland value
 last Friday when they 
Coliseum. 
exercised a 
clause
 giving them a 
"The sole intent in our group year-to-year lease at the 
is to keep the team in Oakland," Coliseum. The original lease was 
he said. -In this marketplace, set to run through 
2004.  
you have to give the people that By going to the year-to-year 
support your team the under- lease, the A's automatically gave 
standing that you're in the game public officials 120 days to try to 
to win." find a buyer willing to keep the 
drug rehab, claims police set-up 
Melani said the former New could be considered a violation 
York Giants star could face of his probation," Melani said. 
prison time if he didn't seek "The fact he is going into rehab 
immediate drug counseling. This shows he is trying to do some -
arrest could violate a plea agree- thing beneficial for himself" 
ment he made last year after The maximum penalty facing 
Taylor pleaded guilty to filing a Taylor was three years in prison 
and a $250,000
 fine,
 but he was 
expected to receive probation 
because he cooperated with fed-
eral prosecutors. 
Taylor  has been in drug rehab 
several times, both while a play-
er and after his retirement. His 
All -Pro career was marred 
by an 
NFL suspension 
for violating 
the league's drug abuse policy. 
"The only way to fight it is not 
to 
do it," Taylor said in 
1996. 
"You may stay clean for 30 years, 
but you're still close to it and
 
Will always be an addict." 
Several 
members  of the com-
mittee that votes 
for the Hall of 
Fame admitted 
they  would have 
 Lawrence Taylor 
second thoughts about
 voting for 
retired NFL 
linebacker
 
Taylor.
 Others 
noted  his on -field 
performance should be 
the only 
criteria. 
Giants co-owner 
Wellington  
false federal income tax 
return  Mara said Tuesday the team 
for not 
including $48,000 in 
helped
 Taylor re-enter rehab. 
income from
 a now -closed 
Taylor's latest arrest was on 
restaurant near 
Giants Oct. 19 in a St. Pete 
Beach,  Fla., 
Stadium. 
motel room where police said he 
"With 
the legalities of him tried to 
buy $50 worth of crack 
awaiting 
sentencing
 on the fed- cocaine from
 an undercover offi-
eral situation with the 
Internal  cer. According to police,
 15 crack 
Revenue Service, his arrest
 pipes were inside the room. 
The only way to  
tight it is not to do 
It. You may stay 
clean  for 30 years, 
but you're still 
close to it and will 
always  be an 
addict. 
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club in Oakland. The A's were 
required to set a sale price. 
Public officials 
challenged  the 
$150
 million figure, saying the 
A's owners  
who bought the 
club for $85 million three years 
ago  deliberately set it high to 
discourage a sale. 
The officials 
said they will take the dispute to 
arbitration. 
If public officials can't find a 
buyer, the A's 
owners would be 
free to sell or movelAs. 
Schott has. Atypngly"Kmr 
e 
like to move the club to gin Joie. 
Under the terms
 of the year-
to-year  lease clause, A's owners 
had to give a sale price of 90 per-
cent of the team's fair-market 
value. They
 valued the team at 
about 8150 million, 90 percent of 
which is $135 million. 
Along with $20.3 million in 
deferred compensation to play-
ers that any buyer would have to 
assume, that would make the 
purchase price 
more  than $155 
million. 
othirsd.iN
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Football
 
notebook
 
defensive
 line 
should 
not allow 
running  
backs to 
reach 
West  in 
the 
secondary  
as often 
as they 
have.  
Kasteler  
proves
 
to be 
correct
 
choice
 at 
quar-
terback:
 
In his
 first 
start 
of the 
1998 
season,  
Chris  
Kasteler  
was 
noth-
ing 
short  of 
impressive.
 
He
 led 
the 
Spartans  
to 43 
points
 on 
offense,  
threw  
for  four 
touch-
downs,  
was
 
intercepted
 
once
 and 
completed
 22 
of 32 
passes 
for 
319  
yards
 
against
 
BYU's  
ninth -
ranked 
defense.
 
"Chris  
played  
outstanding,"
 
Baldwin  
said.
 "He 
made 
one 
mistake  
when 
he 
underthrew
 
Casey
 LeBlanc."
 
The
 
performance
 
helped
 
make
 
Kasteler  
the 
top
-rated
 
quarterback
 in 
the 
WAC. 
His 
rating
 of 
141.54  is 
more 
than
 
two
 points 
higher 
than 
BYU's  
Kevin 
Feterik. 
Kasteler 
has  
completed
 57 
percent
 of 
his 
passes,
 thrown
 
eight
 
touchdowns  
and been
 
A 
couple
 
of bitter 
sweet
 
intercepted  twice. 
accomplishments: 
When
 Deonce Whitaker 
gained 251 yards
 in total offense 
against BYU, 
it marked the 
third time this 
season he had 
gone over 200. 
The downside 
to
 that accom-
plishment is that 
199 yards 
(including a career long 
61-
yarder) came on 
seven  kickoff 
returns which meant BYU 
was 
scoring often. 
Whitaker
 is averaging
 147.9 
all-purpose
 yards per 
game,  
third in the 
Western  Athletic 
Conference. 
Whitaker is ranked 44th
 in 
the 
nation  with a 24.4 
yard
 aver-
age on kickoff 
returns.  
Whitaker has
 more returns 
and 
more  yardage 
than any 
other player ranked in 
the top 
50. 
Whitaker also scored 
his 
fourth 
rushing
 touchdown 
against BYU, 
which  is tops on 
the team, and 
had  another 
touchdown called 
back
 in the 
ill'Altth quarter. 
' "Deonce Whitaker continues 
to
 be one of our bright spots on 
offense," head 
coach Dave 
Baldwin said. 
In another 
deceiving  statisti-
cal category,
 free safety Lyle 
West led the Spartans in tackles 
for the second straight game 
with 12. 
"We're
 very happy with the 
job Lyle has 
done,  but he should-
n't have to make that many 
tackles," Baldwin said. 
Baldwin went on to say the 
Newell  
ties
 touchdown
 
record: 
Spartan
 wide receiver
 Oliver 
Newell
 caught his 16th 
career 
touchdown pass
 Saturday 
against Brigham 
Young 
University The touchdown 
tied 
Newell with Mark 
Nichols, Tim 
Kearse and Guy 
Liggins,
 who 
set their
 marks during the 1980, 
1982 and 1987 seasons,
 respec-
tively.
 
"If we're playing well, I won't 
be too worried about getting the 
record," 
Newell said. "But if 
we're 
not, I'll be trying harder to 
get it." 
Newell's
 
most recent trip to 
the end zone, a 32-yarder from 
Chris Kasteler, also marked the 
fifth straight game 
in which he 
caught a touchdown pass. 
Kearse holds the record with six 
straight games with a touch-
down catch. 
Newell is currently the team 
leader in 
receptions  and receiv-
ing
 yardage with 28 and 457, 
respectively.
 
Spartans
 
dispute
 two
 
costly
 calls: 
Two late -game
 penalties 
went  
a long way in 
preventing the
 
Spartans from 
upsetting 
BYU.
 
The first, 
a holding 
call 
against  an 
unspecified  
lineman,
 
nullified  
Whitaker's
 fourth quar-
ter  touchdown 
run. If the 
score  
had counted, the 
Spartans could 
have led 50-46 (if 
they had con-
verted the extra 
point) with 
about  five 
minutes
 remaining in 
the game. 
"After 
watching
 the film,
 it's 
hard
 to tell who 
the hold was 
on," Baldwin said. 
The other 
call,  a false 
start
 
against wide 
receiver Oliver
 
Newell, should have 
gone the 
other way, Baldwin said. 
Baldwin said a video
 of the 
play 
showed the 
cornerback  
jumping
 offside 
before
 Newell 
moved. 
The penalty moved
 the 
ball back five
 yards and helped
 
make David 
Silberstein's  field 
goal attempt that
 much longer. 
"For those two
 calls to go 
against us is 
disturbing," 
Baldwin said. 
After the game, both coaches 
are supposed to 
receive  a report 
from the officiating 
crew  which 
chronicles 
what penalties were 
called and 
who  they were 
assessed  to. No such report was 
given
 to anyone on the Spartan 
staff 
Compiled by Jeremiah Oshan. 
Belle,  
World  Series MVP 
head free agent list 
NEW YORK (AP)  Albert
 
Belle and 
World  Series MVP 
Scott Brosius were among 17 
players filing 
for free agency 
Tuesday,
 and the Texas 
Rangers exercised their $8.5 
million option 
on
 Juan 
Gonzalez. 
Belle, unlike other free 
agents,  is in the unusual posi-
tion of having a fallback posi-
tion. Through
 Nov. 
25,  he 
has 
the option 
of
 reverting to 
his 
contract with the Chicago 
White Sox, which calla for 
salaries of $10 million 
in
 each 
of the next three seasons with 
a $10 million 
club option for 
2002 that carries a $5 
million  
buyout. 
His 
talent  is undisputed
  
he hit .328 last 
season  with 49 
homers 
and 152 RBIs 
 
but  so 
is his temper, 
making it 
unclear 
how much other
 teams 
will pursue the 
outfielder. 
Brosius,
 obtained
 by the 
Yankees from
 Oakland last 
November 
for pitcher 
Kenny  
Rogers, 
definitely increased his 
value  
this 
year.  He hit
 .300 
with 19 homers 
and 98 RBI  
during the regular season and 
played outstandingly at 
third  
base, then batted .383 in the 
postaeason, leading New 
York  
in hits (18), home runs (4) and 
RBIs
 (15). 
He earned Serial MW horr-
ors by going 
8-for -17
 
(.471)
 
with two homers and six RBIs 
in the 'weep
 of San Diego. 
A 
day earlier, Yankees cen-
ter fielder
 Bernie Williams 
filed. 
"We need to formulate  pro-
posal for Scott and Bernie to 
consider," Yankees general 
manager Brian Cashman said 
Tus.dly.
 'We're going to get 
together, probably in the 
next
 
few weeks,
 have an 
tional meeting, lbrmIZsiPa
 
plan 
and makes 
prowled!
 
New York 
will find out 
Wednesday whether David 
Cone decides to exercise his 
$5.5 million player option. 
Cone's agent, SW,* 
Fehr, said 
no decision had been made, but 
it sounded as if 
the  pitcher, a 
20-game winner for the first 
time since 1988, wanted to 
negotiate  an 
extension.  
I've told them if they want-
ed to make an offer, they 
should make, an offer," 
Cashman  said. 'Right now he's 
a signed
 
player
 until he 
tells  us 
he's 
not,  
Infielder 
Craig  Grebeck, 
who 
already had filed
 for free 
agency, 
decided  to 
stay  with 
Thronto,
 agreeing 
to a $1.35 
million,
 two-year 
contract.  
Cireback 
hit .256 with 
17 dou-
bles 
and 27 RBIs in 
his first 
season
 with the Blue 
Jays in 
1998. 
Orebeck,
 who 
made 
$415,000 
in 
1998,  
gets
 
$825,000 
next 
season  and 
$725,000
 in 2000.
 He can 
make  
an 
additional
 
$200,000
 per
 sea-
son in
 bonuses.
 
Oakland 
decided  not to exer-
cise
 a $2.8 
million  option 
on 
third baseman 
Ed Sprague, 
who 
then
 filed for free
 agency 
Tuesday. 
WHERE MIRACLES HAPPEN 
EVERYDAY
  
We need special people to help make 
dreams come true. We are looking lor 
women who are willing to donate their 
eggs to an Inferble couple. You 
must
 
be 21-32, healthy, non-smoking, 
responsible and Intelligent. We espe-
cially need Chinese. Japanese, 
Jewish and 
East
 Indian donors. We 
offer compensation plus a stipend of 
63300, paid expenses, and address 
all psychological and legal Issues. 
Please call to give the gift of life 
1.500.314.9996 or contact us at 
VAVW. I HR. COIAWOMAN  
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EGG  
DONATION
 
PROGRAM
 
If you are 
between
 the ages of 21 and 32 and in 
good
 health you OM
 
experience
 the reward 
and 
satisfaction  of helping another woman 
to conceive.
 It In the wet heartfelt gift one 
can
 give. Our 
Medical
 Family specializes 
In the
 
treatment
 of infertility. We help 
many 
childless
 couples with
 
our 
Egg
 
Donation
 
Program.  
Visit 
us
 an 
the web: www.dmcom/hafertil/ 
00. 
Contact:
 Kristin
 (925) 
887-1800  
ext.  122 
Reproductive
 Science
 Center 
of the Say
 Area 
3160 
Crow 
Canyon
 Road, Ste. 150, 
San 
Ramon, 
CA 94583 
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The SPARTAN DAJLY 
melees no din for products or 
minim advertised below nor I 
there
 
any eimenliee 
Implied. The 
cessaled 
columns of the Spinel 
Daly oansist
 
of 
pald earertleIng 
and Menge are
 not approved or 
veiled by the newspaper. 
EMPLOYMENT 
EXTENDED CARE personnel needed 
Monday 
through Friday.
 
Hours  
6:33am - 
8:00am &d/or 
3:15pm - 
6:COpm. Must hate 6 ECE units and 
experience.  Interested Child
 
Des. 
students please contact has. Musail 
O(
 Miss DuBridge by phone: 408/ 
8791000
 or by fax  
408/8791001.  
GREATER OPPORTUNITIES is 
looking for people to
 tear
 LS 
skills 
arid provide support  to adults with 
disatilities.
 FT. $8/hr + 
mileage  & 
full benefits. 408-248-4464x108. 
TURN YOUR SELLING
 SKILLS 
INTO FAST CASHIII 
We
 are looking for 10 people 
to spread the word about an 
exciting new product
 that 
allows multiple computers to 
connect to the 
Internet over 
one
 phone line. The product is 
ideal for dorms, apartments, 
homes with two 
computers
 & 
remote or satellite classrooms. 
You set your own schedule. 
We provide training, 
demo  kits 
and fast cash on every sale. 
Give us a call to find out 
when the next training 
class will be 
held. 
510-249-9500 x 238 
TEACHER OPPORTUNMES,
 high 
quality,
 licensed childcare centers 
for 2-12 year olds. Recreation 
enrichment 
curriculum.
 

 flexible
 PT/Fl positions 
 Days, Eves, Weekends 
 Team Environment 
 
Min 6 ECE 
required  
 Earn while you learn
 - 
In house 
training 
 Benefits available 
Growing throughout the Bay Area 
hidsPark 2617929. Fax 2E0.7366
 
GROOMER'S ASST/KENNEL IMP 
Nteded for small, exclusive shop 
and kennel. 
PT, Tues-Sat. Must 
be reliable, honest, able to 
do
 
physical work. Exp. 
working  
w/dogs preferred,
 but will train. 
Great oppty for clop lover! $6.50 hr. 
Can FAX resume to 408/377-0109 
or Call 371-9115. 
ACCOUIMNG: SPARTAN SHOPS 
is seeking 
F/T.  A/R Data Entry 
Clerk with 
computer  skills & 104cey 
by touch.
 Acct. maw 
petered.
 Other 
duties incl: process deposits, 
maint. A/R 
master  file, generate 
statements & invoices,  
posting,  
journal wines and
 customer/ verdcw 
interaction.  M-F, 40 hours/week. 
Htnng salary: $20,800
 . $21,840. 
VOX 
Spartan Shops,  Inc. 
1125 N. 7th St. San Jose, CA 96112 
or Personnel Ofice. Bldg.
 037. 
FAX:  408/924-1910. 
 ARRY SWENSON 
BUILDER 
P/T, 14-F 
12:30-5:30pm.
 Work 
in 
a fast 
paced, property develop-
ment office. Run errands,  misc. 
office work. This
 could  lead 
to a 
career for one of the Bay Area's 
premier development companies. 
Please call ManPaul or Greg for an 
interview 0408287246. EOE. 
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 
K-8 school seeks responsible 
individuals for extended 
ri 
P/Th te afternoon.
 No ECticae. nrks  
required. 
Previous  experience with 
children 
preferred. Please call 
2441968  x 16 
CREDIT 
UMON 
ASSISTANTS- Job 
Code 10SPD.
 Pert -Time 
approx.  
hours are 10:00am to 
2:00Prn.
 
No 
Weekends,  No Sales Quotas.
 
Minimum $11.50/hr
 to start. Pro 
vide 
member and teller
 services. 
Requires
 HS Diploma or 
equivalent  
and 2 yrs 
teller,  proof,  
statements.  
vault or 
ATM experience. We 
offer 
onerous
 contensalth 
ax1benelts 
including medical, 
dental,  vision. 
life, 401k. 
retirement,
 
special
 
emplome 
loans Kid 
opportunities  
for tuition assistance. 
Qualified
 
candidates
 should 
fax or send 
resume to 
408-756-2565,
 STAR 
13VER:U.11R
 Dep., P.O. 
Box 3643. 
Sumyele.  CA 
940E03643.  
Please
 
include
 job code. 
FOOD 
SERVICE,  
ISPIRESMI
 BAR, 
HOSTING.  
FIT
 & 
P/T  
positions
 
available
 In a busy 
family 
style 
restaurant 
located in 
Sunnyvale.  
All shifts avail,  
flex
 hrs, $9.00
 
hr 
to start. 
Please  call 
733-9446, 
mak for Julia 
or Wendt 
VALET
 PARKING
 
ATTENDANTS  
Ambitious 
and 
energetic
 people
 
needed. 
FT/PT.  Earn $8$15 
per 
hour
 (averso).
 
Reel*,
 Mil 
work 
around you 
school
 
schedule.
 
LOCadng
 
for
 cart 
drivers for 
week-
ends
 only.
 Lots 
of
 fun and
 
earn 
good
 
money.  
Cell:  (408) 
867.7275
 
Receptionist
 
will  
connect
 you 
to
 our 
voicemall.
 
Leine 
none 
and  
number
 where
 
you can be 
conbected.  
PT/FT
 
01111111111$/00CKTAILER
 
needed.
 Apply 
at 
Johnny's.
 532 
No  
Sails Crut 
kie, Los 
Gatos 
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES 
Special Ed / 
Regular
 Class. 
$8.52- $11.70/hr. Saratoga
 School 
District. Cal 
4041/1167.3424x200
 
for application & 
Information. 
TELEMARKETING 
No Nights/Weekends 
Ideal for students. 
F/T or P/T available. 
Set appointments 
for
 Consulting
 Sales. 
$11-$15/hour
 + Benefits. 
Ph: 
4082440233  ext. 220 
PAM MANAGIMENT WAIRNSHIP 
College  Works Painting, a sub-
sidiary of National Services Group 
is now hiring for Spring/Summer 
1999. 
Duties  include 
interviewing,
 
hiring,
 development of customer 
relations, control of marketing and 
sales & production
 management. 
Call 
888/450.9675.  
WWI .collegeworks.com 
RECEPTIONIST,
 Phones,  light 
clerical work. Ten min from SJSU. 
Mondays and Wednesdays. 9am-
5:30pm. Call 
Heather  995-6425. 
TUTOR WANTED for 10 yr old Od. 
Needs extra help in math. some
 
language
 
arts;
 my home.
 M-Th, 
3:30-5:30. Call Paula 926-3944. 
CENTER FOR Aunsm 
Therapist  position to work 
with  
Autistic 
Children.  BA/MA in 
Psychology. Child Development. 
MFCC. etc. Own transportation. 
Parttime afternoon. Various locations. 
Phone: 408/280-1112. 
Fax: 
408/280-1113.  
INSTRUCTORS  PT, Teach FUN
 
Science Programs in elementary 
schools. Need: Car & 
expenence
 
with kids. Excellent  Pay! Call: 
Mad Science of the South Bay 0 
408-262-5437. 
IDEAL STUDENT WEEKEND JOG. 
Fri./Sat./Sun. Men's 
clothing 
sales. Good 
pay.  Contact Michael 
at 970-0900 or come 
in for an 
interview.
 2010 Duane 
Ave.
 Santa 
Clara. 
LIFEGUARD
 NEEDED
 mornings 
and afternoons. Must
 be YMCA or 
ARC certified. For 
info call Janet 0 
404.226-9622 x22, South Valley 
Family YMCA. 
PT
 AUTOCAD 13 OPERATOR 
OIBM 
research
 facility. 4 
hrs/wk 
$14/hr. 
Get  Resume to Dick 
Shan, 
Fax: 408-323-5311, E -Mail: rsiltan 
Ortotcorn, Phone: 408.268-4378. 
BICYCLE 
MESSENGER
 
Part-time.
 flexible
 Hours. 
Great for Students! 
Serving Downtown 
San Jo se. 
Inner City 
Express. 
22W.
 Saint John St. San Jose. 
TUTORS NEEDED: Elem. & H.S. 
subjects. Earn $15-$20/hour. 
Jed( or
 
JoanO 408.227-6685. 
ATTENTIONII Ready to lose 
those unwanted pounds? 
Get paid to lose weght. 
Safe. natural. Dr. approved. 
Kama (40S) 5534124 
email: looseincheslatiotmail.corn 
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We 
sell discount 
subcnptions to Bay 
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. 
Flexible hrs. 9arn9pm.  Downtown 
neer Ightrail . 4 docks from SJSU. 
Hourly 
$$ plus bonus. Media 
Promotions 494-0200. 
besrealliselltainessibpsestine 
Work From Horne Around Your 
Schedule. $499-57.999 PT/FT.
 
WE NEED HELP 
NOW!
 
Log 
onto:  www.cash911.corn/vsp
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CLASSIFIED
 
FAX: 408-924-3282 
DRIV1/10 MSTRUCTOR 
We are looking for students 
to teach driving 
full/part
 time. 
Will train. Must be 21. 
$9.00 to 
start.  Call 363-4182. 
RECEPTIONIST
 
We are 
looking
 fore part time 
receptionist,
 mornings/Weekends.
 
Call 363-4182. 
CASHIERS 
NEEDED  to work at 
4th & S.C. 
Chevron.
 Mini mart, 
flexible
 hours, several shirts open. 
Please apply
 in 
person.  147 E. 
Santa Clara St. Contact Ofelia 
(408)295.3964. 
TEACHERS 
SCIENCE ADVENTURES 
Seeking 
Dedicated  Instructor for 
exciting 'hands on' science 
131anafterschoot
 
hrours per week. 
Experience 
preferred.
 
To apply
 call 
1-800-472-4362 ext. 245/297. 
AFTERNOON TEACHER 
GREENHILLS
 PRESCHOOL 
571 N. 3rd St. 
Minimun 12 Early Childhood 
Ed. units required. 
3- 5 days /week 
Call: 286-1533 
Fax: 295-6197 
SECURITY 
Abcom Private Security 
We will 
train  you. 
Student Friendly. 
FT, PT, Wkdys & Wknds. 
All shifts.
 Flexible Schedute,  
408-247-4827
 
ACnoN DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY 
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. arid 
Reschti 
Tewhers  and Aides. F/T & 
P/T positions wailer*. Substitute 
positions are also available that 
otter flexible hours. ECE units are 
required for teacher positions but 
not 
required for Aide positions. 
Excellent 
oppportunity
 for Child 
Development
 majors. Please 
call 
Cathy for an interiew
 at 
2441968
 
or fax resume to 2487350.
 
MOO TRAM° IOC% PNIT TIME 
weekends &
 
e4v. 
No spenence 
necessary. Follow our lesson plan. 
Wet re.e gxcl arrinricebon slits 
resporebe & fellable.
 408971-7557 
(lauire Trek Schicd 
W.
 San Cate St. San bee. 
 TEACHER  
INSTRUCTOR  
P/T  
Dementary  
Schools. 
Degree a Oadential NOT ReChilled. 
Opportunity tr Teachrg Ewalt!. 
Need Car.
 
Voioe Wet 1408)287.417004_408 
133E/AAE 
PPAYAGIIIIIIANIE-Iblamsdieting 
firm 
needs 
energetic  
person  to 
train and 
motivate  sales
 reps. 
20-36 hrs. wk. Salary + bonus. 
COWTAcrwr San bat 408/494CQ00.  
SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS 
JOIN OUR
 TEAM!! 
We are remodeling
 our
 stores 
in 
San Jose and Milpitas!
 
Ard Operas a few Sem 
NChelliNt 
at 3457 M0 tee Rd. San Jose! 
Peskier' Available: 
*Grocery Clerks *Produce Clerks 
Bakey/Del Clerks .Service Clerks 
Cifil
 Clerk
 OAKS/Seafood Clerks 
M 
positions
 offer competitive pey 
and a full benefits package!
 
Please see store manager for an 
application
 
at te Mowing
 bcaticres. 
3251 So. White RI San bee 
3475 ekliee Fti Swims 
1070 Story Rd. San
 Jose 
1641 N. Capitol ANS Sin .bee 
215W.
 Gleam 9. Milpitas 
To promote a drugfree won 
environment 
he do prewmplornient 
chi( testify, Sew Met Supsrowlet 
raw, Equal Opportunity
 Employer. 
ACUFACTS
 SECURITY 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
Great Job for Students. 
F/T or P/T All Shifts 
Available 
Permanent Shifts & Schedules
 
Top
 Pay w/ Many Benefits! 
Call or amity in 
person.
 
(408) 286-5880 
5550 Meridian Ave. Si. 
between Sal Cate &Panetta. 
bent de OW at Party Stow. 
CHILDREN'S ENTERTAINERS. 
P/T, perform fun 
science parties 
on weekend days. 
Great Pay + Tips! 
You pick days. We 
train. Call: 
Mad 
Science  at 
408-262-5437. 
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS 
School year 8, summer, Elem. 
school -age rec. 
program. P/T 
from 
2-6pm,
 M -F during the 
school year. 
Some  P/T morning 
positions
 available from approx. 
7arollan.  F/T during summer day 
camp prog. XInt salary, no ECE 
units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec 
GejlCall.teteta 
3544700 x223. 
MAKE MONEY NOW 
in 
Telecommunications
 and 
Internet.
 
Set your 
own 
hours.  
(408)  793-5151. 
VALETPARKERS - Valets needed 
for P/T eves & weekends. Fun, 
flexible job during school. Park 
cars for weddings, parties and 
special 
events
 in the 
Los  Gatos 
area. 
Must
 be outgoing. friendly, 
and neat in appearance. No 
previous experience
 nec. Must be 
able to 
drive  a 5 sp and 
have a 
valid CDL and your own transp.
 
Earn up to $12.00/hr with Tips. 
Call Michael
 @ Golden Gate Valet 
(800)1125-3871  
TEACHERS, FT/PT,
 excellent
 
salary & benefits,  med/dental 
vacation/sick  pay. prof.
 dev.
 
S. 
ratio 1:9,  beautiful
 park -like 
playground, strong team 
environment! Mtn. 12 ECE 
units.
 
Enjoy your 
work with children! 
Charmer
 Preschool 378-7805. 
Fax 
resume to 378-4121. 
SMALL  WORLD SCHOOLS 
is hiring 
Teachers.  Aides & Subs 
for their School Age Child Care 
Centers in San Jose. ECE CO. 
Psych. Soc. or Rec units req. 
We Offer
 Competitive
 
Pay,
 
Excellent Training,  and a 
Great Work Environment. 
If you we interested call 
(408)2839200  ext. 21. 
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $ 
up to $600/month!
 
Become
 a Sperm 
Donor. 
Healthy males. 19-40 years old 
Univ. 
Students/Grads/Faculty
 
Contact California 
Cryobank  
650-324-1900. M -F. 
8-4:30 
OVUM DONORS NEEDED 
Women ages 2132. Healthy 
Responsible. All 
Nationalities
 
Give the Gift of 
Oen!
 
$3,300 
stipend & expenses paid. 
We est:rock/1y need 
Japanese  and Chinese Donors 
PLEASE CALL US AT 
VAVFC  
(SOO) 
314-9996  
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY 
& LOVE CHILDREN??
 
TOP 
PAY! 
Immediate 
temp/perrn 
substitute positions as 
TIACHOIS
 sr ASSISTANTS 
at After School Programs. 
Day Care Centers, Etc. 
(4013) 866-8550 
NEED 
A JOG,  
FINANCIAL
 AID 
OR A PAID INTERNSHIP? 
Cali now for part time or 
flex time 
opportunities. 
Knape: (406)
 
360-1370.
 
USE A PHONE LATELY? 
Licensed public utility, NY
 stock
 
exchange telecommjnications 
company is looking for you. 
Earn 
unlimited  residual income. 
International 
expansion  coming 
soon. Set your own hours. 
800371-4366  
MZIALE%AkM 
2 BORK APARTmert- 8975/M0. 
 Security type 
building  
 Secure
 Parking 
 Close To 
Campus 
 Modem Building 
 Laundry Room 
Village Apartments 
576 South Fifth Street 
(408) 295.6893. 
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS. 
Live in luxury and walk to school! 
We offer a pool, spa, 
sauna,
 full 
gym, on -site management, all 
appliances 
included.
 central A/C. 
Stop by today for a 
tour. 
Open Monday thru Saturday. 
THE COLONNADE 
201 So. 4th St. (408)279-3639. 
SHARED HOUSING  
5000+ 
SQ.
 FT. CUSTOM HOME 
to share in 
Si,
 
located on a 
2 1/2 acre lot with panoramic
 
view, 10 miles from 
campus. 
$6013/no  +util. 408-296.8000 x 11 
for more information. 
HOUSING WANTED 
SINGLE MALE SEEKS LONG-TERM 
HOUSING.
 Need recensie 
Mall or 
studio/basement apartment. Would 
consider
 helping  the elderly at their 
home in exchange for, or in partial 
payment of, rent. Have references. 
Contact Robert Stevenson, 8923 
SE Tante Ave. Portland, OR 97216. 
Phone
 (503)  
256-3426.
 E-mail: 
cybeemer0aol.com or FAX to 
(503)2571222. Cascade Oiler, c/o 
Pres. Office re. 
Robert Stevenson. 
CAMPUS CLUBS 
STEAMBOAT
 Colorado Jan. 1045 
$ 5 
9.
 with the
 SJSU Ski & 
Snowboard Club. Includes 
flight 
out of SJ. full condos 5 
night stay. 4 of 5 day 
lift 
pass. 2 hot tubs. parties & great 
snow. Students & non -students. 
Call 
Mark  at 408-292 0955. 
RIMS 
UNDY HOP & ZYDECO DANCES. 
some Fndays. at 
First  Christian,  
80 S.Rfth St. Call 408-356-1375. 
MUMS 
SIGMA OMEGA PHI is an 
organization of 
strong  & educated 
women who are seeking a group 
of ladies that are interested 
in 
becoming  Founding Mothers 
of 
the newest sorority coming to San 
Jose 
State.
 If 
interested please 
contact Arny 0 
408-274-4443 or 
Molly @404.374-9466
 
AtINQUISSMIENTS 
TERM PAPERS? THIESES? 
RESEARCH 
MATERIALS NEEDED? 
www.csmonttorcom 
the 
Pulitzer
 
prize winning 
Chnstian Science
 Monitor
 
Including News 
Archives Online 
Prerecorded info: 867-8255 
INILEAKE 
Auro 
INSURANCE
 
Campus  Insurance Service 
Special Student Programs 
Serving SJSU for 20 years 
'Great Rates for Good Drivers'  
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" 
SPECIAL
 DISCOUNTS:
 
"Good Students"
 'Educators" 
'Engineers' 'Scientists" 
CALL TODAY 296-5270 
FREE QUOTE 
NO 
HASSLE 
NO OBLIGADON 
Also open Saturdays 9-2. 
WORD 
PROCESSING
 
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED* 
Graduate Studies,  Thesis. 
Term
 
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects, 
FISSUreS. Al Formats, Specialinng 
in APA. 
Spelling/
 Grammar/ 
Punctuation/ Editing. 27+ yrs Exp. 
PAM'S
 
PRCFESSONAL 1AORD PRCCESS/vG. 
247.2681,
 8am-8pm. 
ANNA'S WORD PROCESSING 
Term papers, 
thesis,
 resumes, 
group projects,etc. Typewriter
 
for your applications for 
med/law  
school. etc.
 Tape transcription. 
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
 
Call Anna 
at 972-4992. 
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 
Theses. Term
 Papers, Resumes, 
Gray Projects. etc. All
 formats, 
specializing  in APA. Tape 
transcnption.
 Fax machine.
 
Experienced,  dependable,
 quick 
return. Almaden/Branham area.
 
Call
 Linda (408) 
264-4504.
 
COMPUTERS 
ETC,
 
NEW LAPTOPS/DESKTOPS 
$60/rim
 for 12 months.$1buyout 
No 
credit  
checks/no
 lease 
vnwcearthcomp1.comA11103html  
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
 
We buy.
 sell & trade 
computers,  
486, 
Pentium.
 Mac. di 
Notebooks. 
Refurb'd equipment 
is 
warrantied.  
Prompt Repair & Upgrades 
5% 
Student/Fac  Discount 
will) 
5263 Prospect 
Rd.  
Si,
 between 
Hwy 85 & 28) near Lawrence Espy. 
408-8734070 
=RING 
TUTORS NEEDED: Elem. & H.S. 
subjects. 
Earn
 515-$50/hr & up. 
Call after 7pm. 408202-3467. 
13SUNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER 
Math: Algebra  Geometry 
Statistics  Mg Calculus 
Physics:
 
Mechanics-
 Electnc 
SAT GED - CBEST ESL . TOEFL 
Computer: V -Basic, 
VC++
 
Spanish: All levels 
Call:  Michael
 408-298-7576 
tutor907630aolcom 
ENGLISH EDITING & TUTORING 
Experienced 
with the needs of 
Foreign Students. 
Credentialecl Teacher
 & M.A. 
Go To: WWW.Myfditoi.corn 
Arxl/Or Cal Jessca 
408/978-8034  
SJSU Alumni & Member of SOUL: 
Save
 Our University Library 
aMVSERINI  
TAUPE 93 LEGEND, LS. 
at. a/c, 
lii 
optons,  nms new. 20. 
$181300.
 
Red 90 Accord, stick, 
w/tail, 
4dr,  good 
condition,
 $5000. Tony 
4088%2887. 408-547-4626. 
IWINCLASSIFIED- LOCAL  RATES FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY 
RATES  
('All.
 408-924-3277 
Print your ad here. Line is  30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words. 
JJJLIULIDLEDZIJJUUUJJEJUJUJJJLILILILILIJ  
LIUULIJJCILJULIJUJJLILIJJCIUDJJJLILILLIJLI
 
CILIJLILILIJULILILIJUUJJLIJCLILIJIJULTJULLIJ
 
LlIZILIJLILILLILKILIUL1LLILLILIJULLILILILLICILILIU
 
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum 
One
 Two
 Three 
Fcar  Five 
Day Days Days Day, 
Cieys 
3 
Inse 
SS 57 IR $11 113 
4 Inn 
W SO 
$10
 
$12 $14 
5 
Irma 
$7 $11 
$11
 
$13 $15 
611..
 SS 
810 $12 
$14 
SIG 
$1 !Or each additional Ins. 
After
 
dey,
 role Inman 
by
 
SI
 per
 
tins
 
FAIrsook715 awes) eel In bold kw no sere 
. 
nerds seeable In 
bokl
 lot $3 osah. 
SEMESTER
 RATES 
3-9 lines: $70  
10-14  Ines: 
$90
 
15-19 Ines: $110 
N Sys II 
Addren 
tay Stole mtle 
Send check or money onisr la 
Spartan Day 
gasified.  
Sun 
Joie  
Oille  
SanJs,os CA 0547014
 
 ClessIlled desk I located 
in Dwight Bente! Heil, Room 209 
 Deeding:
 1000 am. too weekdays before publication. 
 AI
 
ad. 
we prepaid.111No refunds on carxeled ads. 
 
Rates
 
Ix consecueve
 publics/me dales 
Oily.
 
 
QUESTIONS? CALL (4) 
I24-77
 
Please check
 / 
one 
classification:
 
Campus 
Clubs' __Rental 
Houssyg
 
Greek Massages' Shared littrang' 
Events
 
_Real Estate 
_Arnoureements* 
_ Services' 
_Lost and Found"'
 _ HealthEreauly 
Varian' 
_ _Sports/Thrills' 
For 
Saki' 
_Inwnrm
 
_Moe For 
Sale
 _Entertarrnenr
 
_Umpteen  
Et'
 _Travel 
_Wanted'  
_Tutoring'
 
_Employment 
_Word Processing 
_Opporturdiss  
_SchdershIps  
 Special 
student rates
 
available  
for  these 
classifications.  
$5.00
 for a 3 line ad for 3 days.
 Ads must be placed
 in person 
In DBH209, between 10am 
and 2pm.
 
Student
 ID required. 
"Lost & Found ads 
are
 offered free, 3 lines for 3 days,
 as a 
service  to the campus community. 
/MIMI INSM8212N 
PROOFREADING  
Have your papers
 Inspected for 
organizational and grammatical 
errors. Prices vary according 
to length of paper. 
Call for a price quote 
today! 
Call  ALICIA at 408-229-9305. 
CALL NOM 
WRM140 HELP: (510)8014554. 
Highest quality writing, editing. 
ghostwriting. Essays, 
application
 
statements, reports, etc. 
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A.
 
at 
(510)
 801-1554 or 
email 
bolIcklibest.com  
VISA/MasterCard
 accepted. 
FREE writing 
tips now available at 
WWW.acadsmicrolting.com 
POST YOUR RESUME on the WEB 
For $35 post on 15 Web sites. 
Send 
resume  + payrnent to: 
PDM  Graphics, 225 Corning Ave. 
Milpitas,
 CA 95035.
 
Send salary req. + F/T or P/T. 
Save money and time! 
Recruiters
 call you directly! 
We accept 
credit cards. 
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN! 
Only $57.00 per year. 
Save 30%6O%
 
on your dental needs. 
For info call 1.800-655-3225. 
QEKS:netnn 
PAY YOUR TUITION giving away 
FREE  Motorola Pagers. $89 value. 
Call 18882408310, give sponsor 
0098544. For WEB SURFERS: 
http://www.te13.com/0098544/
 
or call me at 1-831-373-2A.u. 
*ADVERTISE* 
In The Spartan Daly! 
Your ad wIN be seen by 
aN the best people! 
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now 
accepting students 
who wish to 
excel in Paying guitar or bass. Ali 
levels welcome: 
Beginning,  
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn 
any style: Jazz, Blues,
 Rock. 
Fusion, Funk, 
Reggae,
 or Folk. 
Call Bill at 
408-298-6124.
 
HEAL7H & 
BEAUTY  
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
 
Unwanted hair removed forever. 
Specialist. Confidential.
 
UYour own probe or disposable. 
335 S. Bayvood Ave. San Jose. 
247-74S5
 
MEN & WOMEN 
PERMANENT HAIR 
REMOVAL.
 
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing 
or 
using chemicals. Let us 
permanently
 remove your 
unwanted hair. Back- Chest - Lip 
- Bikini - Chin - Tummy
 etc. 
Students & faculty receive 15% 
discount. First appt. 1/2 price If 
made before 12/31./98. 
Hair Today Gone 
Tomorrow,
 
621 E. Campbell Ave. 
#17,  Criti. 
(40$) 379-3500.
 
Certain advertisements In 
these cobsonis may refer the 
reader
 to specific telephone 
numbers or addr   for 
dditIonal
 information. 
Cheated mews should be 
reminded that,
 
when  
madly(  
these further 
contacts,  they 
should require 
complete  
Information before sending 
money for 
goods or services. 
In addition, readers 
should
 
carefully 
kwestyabe
 aN lims 
ode** employment
 &stings 
ercoupons for discount 
vacations or 
merchind  I se . 
Daily
 
ROSSWORD
 
AlCuRseOsSaS
 
fastener
 
5 
Environmental
 
problem
 
pleancriminal  
11943 
CHaleuorithing
 item 
16
 Not
 any
 
17 
Rome's
 
fiddler
 
18 
Bikini,  
for one 
19 
Type 
of bag
 
20 Vanilla - 
22 
Eleirut's  
country  
24
 
Pnnter's  fluids
 
25 
Melody  
26 
Valuable  items
 
29 
Sweater
 
34 
Seminar  
35 
Determination
 
36 
Gymnast
 
Korbut
 
37 
"2001" 
computer 
38 
Bonbons,
 e g 
39 
Goal
 
40
 - 
out  
makes  
ends meet 
42 
Killer 
whale  
43 
Passageway
 
45 
Raze  
47
 
Kissed
 
48 Actor 
Gibson
 
49 
Pitcher 
Hershiser  
50 
Sea -denying
 
54 
Lancelot's  son 
58 
Jacob's  first 
wife
 
59 
Carols  
61 
Prying 
62 Warm
-water 
shark 
63 Al 
and Tipper 
64 - 
on 
be
 too 
fond
 of 
65 One -pot 
meal 
66
 
Godwass
 title 
67 
Lose Inaction
 
DOWN
 
1 
Western  
writer  
1 V '3 a 
3 
34 
37 
40 
45
 
Is 
2 
PREVIOUS
 
PUZZLE
 
SOLVED
 
MOMMO
 
000NO
 
MOO
 
DOOM
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MOUWM
 
OMB
 
UMMM
 
000UM
 
MIMNOMMO
 
=MOM
 
WOOWMW
 
MAHN
 
NUMMH
 
000MMMMUM
 
NMO  
NMONM
 
MMM
 
MMOMWOOND
 
MMOOM
 
COMM
 
MMWWNU
 
=MOM
 
MNMMOUM
 
MUM  
NMWM
 
MUM 
RONWEI
 
DUMDUM
 
NEON
 
=IMMO
 
WNMNM
 
MNN  
UUNNU
 
MUM  
0 'ON
 Unitod 
Foatun, 
Syndscato  
("my 
35 
Armed
 
conflicts
 
2 
Wild
 
goat
 
38 Winding 
3 
Sassy  
41
 One
 way 
or 
4 
Tales  
another
 
5 
Piles  
43 
Wnter 
Jean - 
6 
Some
 
dogs  44 
Nantucket
 and
 
7 
Lennon's  
love 
Roosevelt
 
8 
Fish 
part
 
46 
Tennis
 call 
9 
Smallest
 Great 47 
Like
 
a 
Lake 
copper
-zinc 
10 
Midday
 
alloy 
11 
'Do - 
others'
 
49 
Acted  like 
a 
12 
Witnessed
 
wolf
 
15 
Distinctly
 
50 
Charity  
21
 Hill 
builders  
donations
 
23 Offer 
51 
Chair  
26 
Felt
 sore 
52 
Birthday
 
27 
Quench 
item
 
(one's
 
thirst)  
53 Like
 a 
28 Oregon
 
capital
 
cucumber" 
29 Type 
of belt 
55 
Tackle
-box 
30 
"M'A'S'H'
 star 
item 
31
 Window
 
56 - 
spumante
 
material 
57
 
Colored
 
(eggs)
 
32 
Nimble
 
60 Significant
 
33 
Appointed  
penod
 
5 
10 
11 
12 
PPP
 
5 
7 
1 
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Tech 
Museum:
 
Exhibits
 
Gadzooks!
 
(,)//, 
Dmiv 
Randy Fishel
 (right) 
explains  
to University Police Department Lt. Bruce
 Lowe that he brought
 his motorcycle on campus 
because he had an on campus parking permit. Fishel is the
 managing editor of Thunder Press, a Harley-Davidson and 
Buell Motorcycle
 News 
magazine. He 
had just 
parked  his 1998 FLH
 Electra 
Glide  
Harley-Davidson
 outside of Dwight 
Bente'
 Hall when he was approached by Lowe. Fishel 
was on campus as a guest speaker for a magazine 
journalism 
class. After Fishel 
showed
 the permit to 
Lowe
 and 
explained  
his 
situation,  he was allowed to leave the  motorcycle there. 
Convicted
 murderer gets 
new hearing; 
jury 
never 
heard  brain
-damage
 
defense
 
SAN FRANCISCO (API 
A 
divided
 
federal
 appeals 
court  ordered a 
new 
hearing
 Tuesday for
 a condemned
 mur-
derer who 
killed  two 
teen-agers,
 to deter-
mine whether
 he suffered 
brain damage
 
from 
exposure to 
pesticides.
 
If 
Fernando E. 
Caro had brain
 dam-
age from 
his 'extraordinary 
acute and 
chrimic  expiisure" to 
pesticides, ;Ind from 
childhood  head injuries, he 
is
 entitled to 
a new 
penalty  trial because
 his trial 
lawyer failed to investigate
 his condition 
adequately,  said the 9th 
U.S. Circuit 
Court 
of Appeals 
"The 
jury  here was 
never  presented 
with 
the 
most
 
miportant
 
evidence
 of ma-
igat lint the chemical 
pidsoning
 of 
Caro's 
brain." 
said
 Judge 
Warren  
Ferguson in the
 2-1 ruling 
Dissenting
 Judge 
Andrew  
Kleinfeld  
said
 Caro's trial 
lawyer
 
properly
 consult-
ed experts. 
who  f  d no sign
 of brain 
damage
 or severe 
mental  impairment
 
lie 
also 
said
 there
 was
 no 
reason
 
to
 think 
further 
psychiatric  testimony
 would 
have tilted
 the jury against
 a death sen-
tence fin. a 
man  
who  
committed  
two 
senseless
 
murders and had a 
violent 
criminal 
record
 
Senior Assistant
 At  
General  
Dane 
Gillette
 said the state would 
appeal. He said Caro's
 trial lawyer,  from 
the 
Fresno
 
County
 public 
deli deder's 
(Ace, had put on an 
extensive.  case at 
the penalty phase, with
 evaluations by 
flair experts. 
'There's 
no evidence that any expert 
ever 
hinted or suggested the need 
to 
expli re. the 
possibility  of brain damage." 
Gillette. said. For that reason,
 hi. said, 
Caro's
 
lawyer
 did 
not 
act 
incompetently 
by
 failing to 
investigate brain 
damage 
caused by pesticides.
 
Caras  appellate 
lawyer,  
Joseph Spero,
 declined 
comment. Cam, then 30, of 
Fresno, was 
convicted
 
of 
fatally shooting
 15 -year-old 
cousins Mary Bisiher
 and 
Mark Hatcher, who were 
riding their bicycles 
in a 
rural area of the 
county  on 
an evening  
in August 
1980.  
Ile 
was not 
acquainted  
with
 either 
youth  and no 
motive was 
ever proven,
 
Gillette  said. 
Ile was 
also  
convicted
 of 
assault 
with intent to 
mur-
FOR
 
JUNIOR
 
NURSING
 
STUDENTS
 
A 
NURSING
 
EXPERIENCE
 AT 
MAYO  
CLINIC  
& 
HOSPITALS
 - 
ROCHESTER,
 
MN
 
Here is 
your  
opportunity
 to 
work  at Mayo
 Clinic for
 the 
summer.
 
Summer  Ill is 
a paid, 
supervised  hospital
 work 
experience  at 
Saint  
Marys 
Hospital 
and  Rochester
 Methodist
 Hospital. 
You 
are eligible 
for Summer 
Ill  after
 your junior year of a four 
year 
baccalaureate  
nursing 
program.
 It includes
 direct 
patient
 
care experience in the inpatient
 or 
ambulatory  care
 setting. 
Mayo Nursing 
was  
awarded
 the 
Magnet  
Hospital  Recognition 
Status for Excellence 
in Nursing
 
Service  by the American Nurses 
Credentialing Center.
 
Application 
Deadline:
 December 1, 1998.
 
For 
more
 information contact: 
Mayo 
Clink 
& Hospitals
 
Summer 
III Program 
 Human 
Resources  
Ozmun 
Fast-lrd
 Floor  200 First
 Street SW 
Rochester, 
Minnesota  55905 
I-800-562-7984 
Mayo
 foundation is an affirmative
 action and equal opportunity
 educator and 
employer. A 
tmoke-lree 
institution 
t 
whiim  he 
shot 
and 
wounded 
later that evening.
 1k had served 
three 
years
 in prison for
 kidnapping 
and rap-
ing a wiiman
 in 1975. 
The jury heard about
 his childhood 
abuse 
and  his 
work
 life but 
heard  no 
expert 
testimony  that some
 of the chem-
icals  to which he 
was exposed 
can  cause 
aggressive
 
behavior.  
Ferguson  said 
in the 
court
 
ruling
 
Continued 
from page 1 
visitors  can move around 
and see the 
numbers
 of particles that come off their 
bodies counted into the hundreds of 
thousands by an electronic 
counter.  
The life tech gallery links up tech-
nology to science by 
showing  the latest 
biotechnology. With scenes of 
"The
 
Bionic Man"
 playing on television 
screens suspended above 
visitors' 
heads, surrounding exhibits show how 
replacement body 
parts  such as a 
mechanical myoelectric arm are now 
available. 
The communications gallery exposes 
technology rookies to the wonders of e-
mail
 and virtual chat rooms. Visitors 
wanting to participate in the virtual 
chat room can assume a computer gen-
erated character and join an on -screen 
conversation. 
A video station is also 
available  for 
visitors
 to record and star in 
a five -sec-
ond scene. Colorful signs explain how 
technology takes scenes and turns 
them into bits of data that are trans-
ferred to a central computer. Several 
exhibits in the communications gallery 
require the use of bar codes located on 
visitor's admission tickets. 
In the exploration gallery, visitors 
are  surrounded by underwater and 
outer space scenes. A large water 
tank
 
houses underwater rovers that are 
used in diving operations. Visitors are 
put in the driver's seat and can
 maneu-
ver 
the  rover around the tank. 
Several exhibits center on technolo-
gy in space, showing how food can
 be 
grown in space to provide food for astro-
nauts housed in 
space stations or plan-
etary outposts. 
Hands-on exhibits include one which 
demonstrates how a rocket is launched 
by a series of triggers
 that eventually 
provide enough 
force to launch a small 
rocket. When the 
exhibit's rocket 
launches
 
and 
rings 
a 
bell,  
the
 
person  
has
 
successfully
 
launched
 a 
rocket.
 
The  
museum's
 
lower  
floor 
also 
hous-
es 
Center
 of 
the  
Edge,  a 
3,500
-square
-
foot
 
exhibit  
gallery
 
which  
changes
 
exhibits  
every 
three
 to 
six 
months  
because  
of the 
state-of-the-art
 
demon-
strations
 it 
contains.
 
Currently,
 it 
hous-
es 
a 3-D 
theater
 that 
provides
 a 
rotat-
ing 
street 
scene
 of 
various
 
places
 
around
 the
 
world,
 
including  
Timbuktu
 
and Jerusalem. 
One 
interactive
 
exhibit  
in
 Center
 of 
the
 Edge 
is a 
lump
 of 
"grass."  
The 
grass  
is 
actually  
484  
minuscule  
light 
bulbs  
atop 
wires.  
The
 exhibit
 contains
 three
 
computers  
which 
also  have 
several
 sen-
sors.
 When 
a museum
 visitor
 blows 
air  
at the top
 of the 
exhibit, 
hundreds  
of 
lights 
follow
 the 
motion  of 
the visitor's
 
breath  and 
actually 
sway,  like 
real 
blades of 
grass.
 
"I 
wanted
 to 
integrate  
technology  
with 
the outside 
landscape," 
said  
Elaine Brechin,
 creator 
of
 the exhibit.
 
"This is a 
demonstration  
of
 nature's 
subtleties being intimate
 with technol-
ogy" 
The largest 
"exhibit" at the Tech is 
the IMAX Dome Theater.
 The 12,000 -
square -foot theater has a hemispheri-
cal dome screen that is 82 feet in diam-
eter. The theater will 
show "Everest," a 
documentary of a team of climbers from 
all over the world who climbed the 
world's tallest 
mountain.
 Because of the 
dome screen, viewers are 
transported  
to a bird's eye
 view of some of Mount 
Everest's 
highest
 peaks. 
Visitors wishing to view only 
the 
movie in the IMAX Dome Theater can 
purchase  tickets for $8 (general admis-
sion); $6 
(children);  and $7 (seniors). 
However, combination tickets for 
both
 
the exhibits and the IMAX
 theater are 
also available. 
Yeltsin:  Trips 
postponed  
Continued from 
page
 1 
Yakushkin, the 
presidential 
spokesman,  said canceling the
 trip to 
Austria was a difficult 
decision
 for 
Yeltsin, 
but he feared his 
opponents  
would exploit 
any public signs of 
weak-
ness.  
"He 
understands  that 
this  visit 
would be like 
a litmus test watched by 
many politicians and, primarily, his 
foes," Yakushkin 
said. "He understands
 
quite well that 
everyone  would mostly 
watch how he walks and talks, 
not the 
essence of the talks." 
Yeltsin postponed a 
meeting with 
Croatian President Franjo Tudjman
 
scheduled for next week in Moscow, 
Tudjman's spokesman said Tuesday. 
Yeltsin has also put off a trip to 
Malaysia next month. The only trip the
 
Kremlin 
has  confirmed is a 
visit to 
India in early December. 
,..aoweiWejer., 
INFORMATION
 
DAY
 
BS/MS/Ph.D
 
GRADUATES
 
Bring
 
copies
 of 
your 
resume.
 
DATE: 
Tuesday,
 
November
 
3,
 
1998  
TIME:
 
10am-4pm
 
LOCATION:
 
Student
 
Union
 
UMUNHUM
 Room 
DRESS:
 
Casual
 
DISCIPLINES: 
Computer
 
Engineer
 
Computer
 
Science
 
Engineering
 
MIS 
Technical/General
 
Sales
 
We 
give  
recent
 
graduates
 the
 
tools,  
the  
support
 
and 
the 
resources
 
they  
need  
to 
explore  
ideas.
 
We're  
pushing
 this
 
company
 10 
the 
Nth  
degree  
And
 
you  
can  
take
 
us
 
there.
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ybihlti
 
lire I 
11111 
11 1=IMM/ 
UNE 
 
IFIM 
n 
committed
 to 
I reolinq
 a 
dinette  
environment
 
and  wood
 too he 
on ego 
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oppootunitt  
nottiootet  
